This article presents an experimental study of bidding behavior in sequential auctions in which there are budget constraints and perfect information. Our experiments test both the properties of such auctions and the predictive power of a refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept. We find that budget constraints affect the behavior of bidders and that the tremblinghand perfect equilibrium is generally a good predictor of prices.
Introduction
• We investigate the behavior of laboratory subjects in budget-constrained, sequential auctions with complete information. In addition to testing the properties of such auctions, these experiments present what we believe is the first test of the predictive power of a refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept. This article thus contributes both to the field of experimental game theory and to the debate concerning the appropriateness of a refinement of the set of Nash equilibria as the solution concept for games. ' The article is oi%anized as follows. In the next section we motivate our experiments by outlining the problem at hand. We present a summary of the theoretical results (derived in Pitchik and Schotter (1986) ) in Section 3, and explain the intuition behind these results with ttie aid of an example. The hypotheses we test are stated in Section 4. We present the experimental design in Section 5, the experimental methods in Section 6, and our results in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 we offer some concluding comments and some conjectures about future research.
Motivation
• The existing theoretical auction literature concentrates on the allocation of one good to one of many bidders.^ Parts of this theory are tested in some recent experimental articles bidder / is constrained not to spend more than /' (/'s income) in the auction.* All units (i.e., bids, budgets, and valuations) are multiples of an indivisible unit, .01. Ties are broken by the ffip of a fair coin. The above is common knowledge between the bidders. The sealedbid au(^on works as follows. In the first stage one of the goods, a or j8, is brought up for sale. We refer to the first good sold as good 1, and to the second good sold as good 2. The participants bid for good 1 (in multiples of .01), but cannot submit a bid greater than their budgets. The bidder who submits the higher bid obtains the first good. The price paid for the good is the higher bid if first-price rules are in efFect, and is the lower bid if second-price rules prevail. After good 1 is sold, the winner's budget is reduced by the price paid for good 1. Good 2 is then allocated in an identical way in the second stage of the auction. D Equilibria. The second-stage game is a one-good, sealed-bid auction with complete information. As we want to find subgame-perfect equilibria of the complete two-stage game, we need to analyze the equilibria of the second stage. We maintain the standard assumption that the only reasonable equilibrium outcome in this stage is that in which the bidder with the higher reservation price obtains the good at the lower reservation price under secondprice rules (plus .01 under first-price rules). Using backward induction, we can replace the second stage of our two-stage game with the equilibrium payoffs in this standard equilibrium outcome. Then we have a finite strategy normal form game G that depends on the valuations and resources of each bidder. It remains for us to solve G for the equilibrium bids on good 1. Pitchik and Schotter (1986) investigate the theory of such auctions under complete information, and also study the effect of incomplete information. To state their results for the parameters used in this experiment, we need to introduce the notion of critical values for the first good. These critical values play a role in the first-stage bidding that is similar, but not identical, to that of reservation prices when only a single object is offered for sale. Let us denote these critical values hy c', i = 1, 2. (Later we shall give the values of c', 1=1,2, in terms of the parameters of our model.) For the paiameteis used in this experiment the critical values have the following three properties. Property 1. At any price below c', bidder / strictly prefers to obtain good 1; at any price above c', bidder i strictly prefers to lose good 1 to bidder jf # i; at a price of c' bidder / is indifferent between obtaining good 1 and losing good 1 to bidder j ¥= i. Property 2. Under second price rules, bidder / strictly prefers to lose good 1 to bidder j i^ i at higlier prices rather than at lower prices so long as the higher price is at least as great as c'.
Property 3. The payoffs to bidder / at the pair {b, b) of bids for good 1 are the same for any b^c'-m.
V/e state and prove our results under the assumption that the critical values satisfy Properties 1-3. We later show that the properties are satisfied by the critical values for the parameters used in our experiment. Proposition 1. Consider the game G in which the critical values satisfy Properties 1 and 2. Suppose that c^ > c ' and let W=[c', c^] . Then, under second-price rules (b', b' ) is a Nash equilibrium pair of bids for good 1 if and only if (b', b^) = (b, b + .01 ) from some b&W. Under first-price rules, {b', b^) is a Nash equilibrium pair of bids for good 1 if and only if (6', b') = (b -.01, b) (or some bGW. Under either rule playery obtains good 1, and the set of equilibrium prices is W.
Imperfect capital markets explain the existence of such budget constraints.
Proof We first show that no price outside the interval JFcan be an equilibrium price for good 1 in G. Since c'',k= 1,2 is bidder fc's reservation price for good 1, we see that neither player wants the good at a price above c\ and both want the good at any price below c'. Hence, any equilibrium price for good 1 must belong to the interval W. Now we show that any price belonging to W^is an equilibrium price supported by a unique equilibrium pair of bids. If bidder /bids b' E W {D{c' -.01) under first-price rules), then (by Property 1) bidder7's best response is to bid above b' (immediately above, if firstprice rules are in effect). If bidder j bids b^ S W^(U(c^ + .01) under second-price rules), then (by Property 1) bidder /'s best response is to bid below 6^ (immediately below if secondprice rules are in effect (by Property 2)). Q.E.D.
Thus, the interval W of equilibrium prices for good 1 is identical under both price rules. If we refine our solution concept to that of (trembling-hand) perfect eqtiilibrium, however, this is no longer so. We state our result below.
Proposition 2. Consider the game G in which the critical values satisfy Properties 1-3. Under both price rules there is a unique perfect-equilibrium price, equal to the highest price in W under second-price rules, and equal to the lowest price in W under first-price rules.
Proof Assume that c^ > c'. In two-person games the set of perfect equilibria is identical to the set of equilibria in which no (weakly) dominated strategies are used (van Damme, 1984) . We show below that under second-price rules a bid by player fc of c*" + .01 is undominated and dominates all bids less than or equal to c*; under first-price rules a bid by player /c of c* -.01 is undominated and dominates all bids greater than or equal to c'', k = 1, 2. But all equilibrium prices belong to Wand are supported by bids that are separated by .01. Thus, there is a unique perfect equilibrium in G; under second-price rules it is {b\ b') = (c^ + .01, c') (with price equal to c-'); under first-price rules it is (bJ, b') = (c', c' -.01) (with price equal to c').
First, consider second-price rules. If bidder /c:' s opponent bids less than c*, then bidder k strictly prefers to obtain the good (by Property 1). If Ar' s opponent bids above c* + .01, then bidder A: strictly prefers to bid c*" + .01 than to bid less (by Property 2). If the other bidder bids either c'' or c* + .01 then bidder k is indiflFerent between bidding c* and c'' + .01 (by Properties 1 and 3, respectively). Thus, c* + .01 dominates all lower bids.
It remains to show that a bid by player A: of c*" + .01 is not dominated by a higher bid, say 6*. If bidder fc's opponent bids above c* + .01 but less than or equal to 6*, then bidder k strictly prefers to bid c* + .01 than to bid 6* (by Property 1). Now consider first price rules. If bidder fc's opponent bids anything greater than c*, then bidder k strictly prefers to lose good 1. Any bid that loses the good results in the same payoff to the loser of good 1. If fc's opponent bids anything below c* -.01, then bidder k strictly prefers to bid c'^ -.01 to anything above c*" -.01. If the other bidder bids either c* or c*" -.01, then bidder k is indiflFerent between bidding c'^ and c* -.01 (by Properties 1 and 3, respectively).
It remains to show that a bid by player /: of c* -.01 is not dominated by a lower bid, say i*. If bidder A;' s opponent bids below c* -.01 but greater than or equal to b'^, then bidder k strictly prefers to bid c* -.01 than to bid b''. Q.E.D.
It remains to show that the critical values derived from the parameters used in our experiment satisfy Properties 1-3. We make the argument for the following example in which the parameters match those of experiment 2. The argument is analogous for the parameters in the other experiments. Consider Table 1 .
We recall that the second-stage equilibrium is one in which the bidder with the higher reservation price obtains the good at the lower reservation price under second-price rules (plus .01 under first-price rules). For example, if bidder 2 has a budget of 150 in the second stage, then bidder 2's reservation price is 150, while bidder 1 's reservation price remains at 200. Thus, bidder 1 obtains good 2 at a price of 150 under second-price rules (150.01 under first-price rules). We now ai^ue that under either price rule the critical value is 250 for bidder 2 and is 220 for bidder 1. (In the auctions we study in our experiments, the critical values lare always given by c' = [K'(l) -K'(2) + P]/2 for i = 1, 2.) We now discuss how these critical values satisfy the properties discussed earlier.
We need to show that, under either auction rule, bidder 2 strictly prefers to win good 1 if the price is less than 250, strictly prefers to lose good 1 if the price is greater than 250, and is indifferent between winning and losing if the price is 250. If the price of good 1 is less than 250, then bidder 2 can obtain at least 50 by acquiring it. If instead, bidder 2 loses good 1 at such a price, then bidder 2 can obtain no more than 50 in any equilibrium in the second stage (since bidder 1 has at least 150 left). At a price of 250, bidder 2 obtains 50 whether good 1 is won or lost. Thus, 250 is a critical value for bidder 2 which satisfies Property 1.
If bidder 2 loses good 1, then bidder 2's marginal gain is one unit for every unit increase in the price for every price above 160. (Note that 160 is the price that leaves bidder 1 with exactly 200 to bid on good 2.) Thus, bidder 2's critical value satisfies Property 2 since 250 > 160.
It remains to show that the payoff to bidder 2 is the same at all pairs ib, b), where b > 250 is each player's bid on good I. For every price above 160, the marginal gain of losing the good and the marginal loss of winning the good is one unit for every unit increase in the price. But the payoff to bidder 2 at ib, b) is the sum of the gain from winning the good at b with probabiUty .5 and the gain from losing the good at b with probability .5. Thus, the payoff to bidder 2 is identical for all pairs of bids ib, b), where b ^ 250, since 250 > 160. The argument is analogous for the critical value 220 of bidder 1, so we omit it. D Predictions. The theory outlined above results in price and bid predictions in budgetconstrmned, sequential auctions. These are stated below. Recall that, for the parameters used in our experiments, the critical values satisfy c' = (F'(l) -K'(2) + P)/2 for / = 1, 2. The individual, say J, with the higher critical value is the winner of good 1 in equilibrium. The higher critical value, c', is the perfect equilibrium price of good 1 under second-price rules; the lower critical value, c', is the perfect-equilibrium price under firstprice rules. Thus, under second-price rules, the perfect-equilibrium price is increasing in F'(l) and P, and is decreasing in V\2). Under first-price rules the perfect equilibrium price is increasing in F'(l) and /' and is decreasing in F'(2).
Title set of equilibrium prices is the interval W. The interval Wis bounded on the left by the lower critical value and on the right by the higher critical value. Thus, the theory of Nash (jquilibrium predicts that the price of good 1 must lie in W. Further, this theory predicts the bids the players will make. A weak form of the equilibrium bid prediction resquires that all bids b' for bidder / belong to the set, say B', of strategies used by bidder i = 1,2 in some equilibrium. A strong form of the equilibrium bid prediction requires that all pairs of bids ib\ b^) be such that b' £ B' for i = 1, 2 and b' -b' = .01 (where &>c').
Liistly, the theory of perfect equilibrium predicts that, under second-price rules, changing the onier in which the goods are sold affects the prices. To illustrate this assume that a is sold first In this case c\ = (V'(a) -V'(^) + P)/2 for / = 1, 2. (Note that the subscript denotes the order (a, ^) in which the goods are sold.) In the example discussed above, assume that a is the good valued at 240 by bidder 1 and at 300 by bidder 2. The perfect equihbrium price of a is the maximum of the critical values. In this example cf = 250 and c\ = 220, so that the perfect equihbrium price of a is 250, and the winner of a is bidder 2 if the goods are sold in the order (a, j8). Now suppose that j8 is sold first. In that case d = (F'(/3) -V'(a) + P)/2. (Here the subscript denotes the order (fi, ct) in which the goods are sold.) The perfect equihbrium price of ;8 is the maximum of the critical values. Thus, cl = 180 and ci = 150 if j8 is sold first, so that the perfect-equilibrium price of |8 is 180 and the winner of/3 is bidder 1. We obtain the second-stage price of a as follows. Bidder 1 has only 220 remaining to bid on a, while bidder 2 has 400. Hence, bidder 2 obtains a at a price of 220 if the goods are sold in the order (^,a) . Thus, under second-price rules, the perfect equihbrium price depends on the order in which the goods are sold. The later a good is sold, the lower is its price.
Hypotheses
• We first consider (in three variations) whether the results of our experiments are consistent with Nash equihbrium. In the first variation, the strong form stated in Hypothesis la below, we test whether all (first-good) bids of paired members are separated by only .01 (as predicted by the theory). In addition, we test whether the bids of bidder / belong to the interval B' of strategies used in equilibrium. In the second variation of the equihbrium hypothesis, the weak form stated in Hypothesis lb below, we test only whether all bids of bidder / are in B'. The last variation of the equihbrium hypothesis, stated in Hypothesis lc below, focuses on prices. In it we test whether all prices are in W, the equihbrium interval.
a Equilibrium hypotheses.
Hypothesis la. All first-stage bids of bidder i belong to .B', for i = 1,2. Further, the difference between bids satisfies b^ -b' = .01, where j is the bidder with the higher critical value.
Hypothesis lb. All first-stage bids of bidder / belong to B', for / = 1,2.
Hypothesis lc. All prices for good 1 lie in the interval W.
Since perfection predicts that the bids and prices will be at the endpoints of .B' and W, respectively, we have only two variations on the predictions that perfect equilibrium imposes. In the first variation, stated in Hypothesis 2a, we test whether bidder I's bids are at the endpoint of .B', the interval of equihbrium strategies, and are thus separated by .01. In the second, stated in Hypothesis 2b, we test whether the prices formed are at the endpoint of W, the interval of equihbrium prices.
D Perfect-equilibrium hypotheses.
Hypothesis 2a. All first-stage bids of bidder / are at the endpoint ofB' relevant for the price rule under consideration. Under first-price rules the relevant endpoint is the lower one, and under second-price rules it is the upper one.
Hypothesis 2b. All first-good prices are at the endpoint of W relevant for the price rule under consideration. Under first-price rules the relevant endpoint is the lower one, and under second-price rules it is the upper one.
As shown in Section 3, the interval of equihbrium prices is invariant to the auction rule used. The restriction to perfect equilibria results in different prices under different price rules, as summarized by the next hypothesis. Hypothesis 3. The price of good 1 is higher under second-price rules than under firstprice mles.
An interesting aspect of budget-constrained, sequential auctions is that the sequence in which the goods are sold can aifect the prices and thus the revenues of the owners of these goods. The results predict that, under second-price rules, the earlier a good is sold, the higlder is its price.
D Sequence hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4. Under second-price rules, the price of good a is higher if the goods are sold in the (sequence (a, /8) than in the sequence (/3, a).
The effects of increases in values and incomes are in Hypotheses 5 and 6.
D Valuation hypothesis.
Hypothesis 5. Suppose that c' > c' so that bidder i is the equilibrium good 1 winner. The price of good 1 increases if F'(l) increases, but is independent of F(l).
D Income hypothesis.
Hypothesis 6. Suppose that c' > c', so that bidder i is the equilibrium good 1 winner. The price of good 1 increases iiP increases, but is independent of/'.
As discussed earlier, in the second stage we restrict to the standard equilibrium outcome in which the second good is allocated to the player with the higher reservation price at the lower reservation price (+.01 under first-price rules). The equilibrium bids that result in this outcome are listed in Hypothesis 7.
D Hjrpothesis on second-stage bids.
Hypothesis 7. Suppose that bidder / is the bidder with the lower reservation price in the second stage. Call the lower reservation price m. Under first-and second-price rules, bidder / biids m, the minimum of F'(2) and /' -p, for good 2 in the second st£«e, where p is the priice paid by bidder / for good 1 (p = 0 if bidder / is not allocated good 1.) Under firstprice rules, bidder 7 # / bids .01 above this minimum. Under second-price mles, bidder j =^ i bidls at least this minimum.
In any equilibrium of our experiments, the bidder with the higher critical value is the predicted winner of good 1. We list the hypothesis concerning the allocation of good 1 below.
• Allocation hypothesis.
Hypothesis 8. If c' > c-', then bidder / is the winner of good 1.
Experimental design
• The parameters of the five experiments we ran to test the theory described above are listed in Table 2 .
Experiment 1 is the baseline experiment. Experiment 2 is different from 1 only in the valuation of bidder 1 for good 1; bidder 1 values the first good more highly in experiment 1. This change expands the interval of Nash equilibrium prices from a unique price of 250 to the interval [220, 250] . But the perfect equilibrium price remains unchanged. These experiments can be used to test whether perfection is a good predictor among Nash equihbria. Experiment 3 differs from 1 only in that bidder 1 has more income in experiment 3. This experiment tests the effect of income changes. It also tests the predictive power of the perfect equilibrium. Experiment 4 differs from 2 only in that, in 4, /S is sold first. These experiments are used to test the effect of sequence on prices.
Finally, experiment 5 differs from 2 only in the price rule used. Experiment 5 uses the first-price rule. We use these experiments to test whether revenue and the price of the first good sold are invariant to the auction rule used.
Experimental methods
• The experiments used paid volunteers recruited from undergraduate classes at New York University. All experiments were performed within a three-day period. This minimized the potential for word to spread to incoming subjects. Students earned an average of $ 10.00 for an hour and thirty minutes. Motivation was observed to be high.
Subjects reported to a seminar room. Chairs were arranged in a circle with alternate subjects facing outside to minimize the potential for signalling among subjects. Students were raindomly assigned to be either a bidder of type 1 or 2. Written instructions (see Appendix A) were distributed and reviewed. Any questions were then answered.
Each of the five experiments consisted often rounds. In each of these rounds two goods were sold sequentially. We used the Smith (1976) method to induce the subjects to have the right valuations for the goods. Thus, subjects were told that any goods purchased during the auction were redeemable afterwards for a specific amount of firancs. These firancs were later converted into dollars at a known conversion rate. All the parameters of the experiment were common knowledge among the subjects.
In each round each subject wrote a bid for the first good on a piece of paper. The bids of bidders of type 1 and 2 were then collected separately (and quickly). They were brought to an experimental administrator who randomly drew pairs of bids, one from each type. This determined each bidder's opponent for both goods in this particular round of the experiment. It also determined who was allocated the first good among each pair. Price determination depended on the rule being used.
If second-price rules were used, the bidder with the higher bid was allocated the good at the lower bid. This bidder was then informed of this price by receiving a note to this effect. Those bidders who did not receive notes knew their opponent was allocated the good at a price equal to their bid. Thus, they could calculate the budget remaining to their opponent to bid for the other good. If first-price rules were in effect, bidders were also informed of the price paid for the good. Subjects recorded whether they were allocated the good and, if so, at what price.
Although the price information revealed was identical under both rules, the bid information was not. Under second-price rules, the bid of the winning bidder is not revealed to the loser. Under first-price rules, the bid of the loser is not revealed to the winner. Bidding for the second good then began. Bidders knew the remaining budget of their matched opponents. The second good was then allocated to the higher bidder (of each pair). After these results were distributed, subjects recorded their payoffs. Each bidder's payoff on each good was simply the difference between the bidder's redemption value and the price paid if tllie bidder was allocated the good; zero, if not. To prevent actual losses from occurring, subjects were given a lump-sum dollar amount at the beginning of the experiment from which any negative payments could be subtracted. With this lump-sum adjustment, only one subject out of eighty made an actual loss.
Each round was run identically. Budgets were as in Table 1 at the beginning of each round, jmd the random pairing of bidders changed from round to round. At the end often rounds payoffs were determined as follows. First, the subjects added their ten-round franc payoffs and converted them into dollars by using a proportional conversion factor (given to them at the beginning of the experiment). The conversion was usually 1 franc = $.01. Then, the lump-sum payment of $3.00 was given to each bidder. This paid them for participating in the experiment and covered losses incurred during any of the rounds. Finally, to focus subjects' attention on their own payoffs without regard to the payoffs of their competing bidders, we paid a $2.(K) prize to the bidder of each type, 1 or 2, with the greatest cumulative franc payoff.
It is one of the tenets of experimental economics (Smith, 1982b; Wilde, 1980 ) that an experimenter must control the subjects' incentives. More precisely, subjects should be made to conce;ntrate on the size of their absolute payoffs and not on their relative payoffs. Otherwise, the subjects' motives are not under the control of the experimenter. This effect can be 
10
controlled by only allowing subjects incomplete information about the payoffs of others. Information was complete in our experiment, however. Two attempts were made to overcome this problem. First, we randomized the pairs of bidders over rounds and preserved the anonymity of opponents in each pair.' Second, we awarded the $2.00 prize as discussed above.
The resuits
• We are interested in whether the data firom round ten of each of the experiments confirm our hypotheses. But observed price data are an artifact of the random matchings used in each round. Different matchings would have resulted in different observed prices. The arbitrary nature of the observed price data compels us to consider the "potential" prices that are generated by all feasible pair matches. These data have the merit that they are independent of the actual matches made, though unfortunately, they exaggerate the impact of outliers since their influence is magnified by matching them repeatedly. But the fraction of outliers remains the same under either method. We use these potential price data for descriptive and inferential purposes. In fact, the means of both actual and potential prices are practically identical in all of our experiments. The bid data do not depend on the actual matchings that occurred in each round.
This also made our design more suitable to test a static theory. Although individuals repeatedly played the game over a series of ten rounds, the randomization of bidding pairs and the anonymity of bidding opponents reduced the problems of testing a static theory in a repeated setting. Jla.
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• 9 5 ROUND 10 D Equilibrium results. In general, the data were quite supportive of Hypotheses lb and lc, the weak forms of the equihbrium hypotheses, but were less supportive of the strong form, K[ypothesis la. The data in Figures 1-10 present the bids and the potential prices in each round. The numbers indicate the number of potential prices formed at the levels indicated. We use these data for our statistical tests.
Figiures 1-10 indicate a clear tendency for bids, potential prices, and, more particularly, mean potential prices, to be in the equihbrium intervals by round 10. Consider the baseline experiment (1) in which the unique equihbrium bid and price for the first good is 250 for each plaiyer. Of the 18 round-ten bids, sixteen are between 240 and 270 and nine are between 250 and 260. Of the 72 potential prices, all are between 250 and 270, 23 are exactly 250, and 63 are between 250 and 265. The mean potential price in round 10 was 242.78. If an outlier bid of 150 is removed, however, the mean is 254.38.
The income experiment (3) also performed well. In this experiment the interval of equihbrium prices was [250, 275] , the perfect equihbrium price was 275, and the perfect equihbrium bids of bidders of type 1 and 2 were 275 and 275.01, respectively. In round ten 51 of the 1(X) potential prices were equal to 275, while 65 were between 270 and 280. Seven of the twenty bids were either 274 or 275, while 16 were between 270 and 300.
Under first-price rules (experiment 5), Figures 5 and 10 confirm that bids and prices of the first good tended to converge, from below, to 220. The equilibrium interval of prices was [220, 250] , the perfect-equihbrium price was 220 and, the perfect-equilibrium bids of bidders of type 1 and 2 were 220.01 and 220, respectively. The mean potential price converged almost monotonically to 220.57. Bids approached the 220 level with means of 211 for bidders of type 1, and 215 for bidders of type 2. In the value experiment (2), the equilibrium interval is [250, 275] . Here the movement is in the direction of 240, the valuation of bidders of type 1 for good 1.
In summary, there is substantial support for Hypotheses Ib and lc, the weak forms of the equilibrium hypothesis. The strong form of the equilibrium hypothesis (la) is a hypothesis about the differences in bids of bidders of each type. It asks that all observed bids be separated by .01 and that they belong to the set of equilibrium strategies. The data do not support such a severe prediction. Less than 6% of the differences between bids of potential bidding pairs in all five experiments were .01 or 0 (11.6% were less than 1.0). The mean difference ranged from a low of 14.01 in the first-price experiment (5) to a high of 46.73 in the value experiment (2).^ Despite this, the data do support a weaker test of Hypothesis la. In particular, a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney L'-test does not allow us to reject the null hypothesis that the bids of each type of bidder came firom populations with the same mean in experiments 1, 3, and 5.^ But this hypothesis can be rejected in experiments 2 and 4. The results in ' 
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4 5 ROUND experiment 4 are deceiving since two subjects exhibited bizarre bidding strategies of alternating between 0 and 400."* If we remove the outhers, the difference is not significantly different from zero at the 5% level of significance. We further discuss the results from experiment 2 Iselow.
D Perirect-equilibHum results.
Since the strong form of the perfect-equilibrium hypothesis (2a) is stronger than that of Hypothesis la, it met with even weaker support from the data. However, the results of the price form (Hypothesis 2b) were impressive.
In Ihe first-price experiment (5), the perfect-equihbrium price of good 1 is 220. The mean potential price in round ten was 220.57. In the income experiment (3) the perfectequilibrium price of good 1 was 275. The tenth-round mean potential price was 277.19. In addition, 65 of the 100 tenth-round potential prices were between 270 and 280.
In the basehne experiment (1), 23 out of 81 potential tenth-round prices were exactly at their unique eqxiilibrium level of 250, while 67 were within 10 francs of it.
In the sequence experiment (4) the perfect-equilibrium price was 180. The tenth-round mean potential price was only 160.03. But this is the experiment with two outliers. After removing the outhers, the mean potential price becomes 182.9.
Finally, consider the value experiment (2) in which the perfect-equihbrium price is 250. In this experiment all but one of the tenth-round bids are concentrated around 240, the first-good valuation of bidders of type 1. The mean potential price was 243.04. Of the total 25 potential prices, 15 were between 235 and 240, 4 between 240 and 245, and only 2 above 260. Thus, although the predicted price of good 1 was above the losing bidder's valuation of good 1, there was a clear hesitancy to bid above one's valuation of a good. The prices and bids were above the lower critical value of 220, but did not rise to meet the predicted price of 250. Bidders, therefore, seemed more than willing to bid above their critical value and risk the possibility of an opportunity loss. They seemed unwilling, however, to bid above their induced valuations and risk the possibility of an out-of-pocket loss. (Similar differences between the behavioral effects of opportunity and out-of-pocket losses were discussed by Thaler (1981) .) More importantly perhaps, the diflFerences in payoffs are slight for bidders who bid above their induced valuations, so long as their opponents bid equilibrium strategies. On the other hand, the risk associated with bidding above one's induced valuation is great if one's opponent bids out of equilibrium. Thus, the risk outweighs the potential benefit.
a Price-rule results. The data generated in the tenth round by the value (2) and firstprice (5) experiments appear in Tables Al and A5 in Appendix B. We can use these data to test Hypothesis 3 since the two experiments differ only in the price rule. The null hypothesis of the equality of the tenth-round bids in these two auctions is rejected using a WilcoxonMann-Whitney tZ-test in favor of the alternative (Hypothesis 3) that the population of bids 
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in a first-price auction is lower." In particular, we note that this systematic difference in bids is predicted by perfect-equilibrium behavior. Thus, support for Hypothesis 3 is support for the perfect-equilibrium outcome as a predictor of behavior.
D Segueuce results.
Hypothesis 4 states that the earher a good is sold, the higher is its price, if second-price rules are used. To test this hypothesis we considered the potential prices from the valuation (2) and sequence (4) experiments, which differ in the order in which Ihe goods are sold. We calculated the Z-statistic associated with the Wilcoxon-MannWhitney tZ-test to test the null hypothesis that the samples of potential prices came from populations with the same means. The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level of significance '^ in favor of the alternative (Hypothesis 4) that prices were higher in the value experiment (2). We note that the mean potential price was 243.04 in the value experiment (2) and was 218.65 (215.598 if the outlier who bid 0 in all rounds is ehminated) in the sequence experiment (4). Since Hypothesis 4 is a product of perfect-equilibrium behavior, suppont for Hypothesis 4 is further support for the perfect-equihbrium outcome as a predictor of behavior.
'' The Z-statistic for this test has a value of -6.20. This establishes a significant difference between the means using a one-tailed test and a 95% confidence interval.
" The Z..statistic associated with the one-tailed test is -6.57.
a Valuation and income results. Hypotheses 5 and 6 are comparative-static hypotheses. Hypothesis 5 predicts that the price of good 1 is the same in experiments 1 and 2. Hypothesis 6 states that the price of good 1 increases from experiment 1 to experiment 3. Table 3 presents the tenth-round means of the potential prices formed in these three experiments. It also reports the Z-statistics associated with two Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney CZ-tests. One was calculated to test whether the potential prices from experiments 1 and 2 came from populations with tbe same mean. The other tested whether the potential prices from experiments 1 and 3 came from populations with tbe same mean. The Z-statistic in column 3 indicates that we cannot accept the hypothesis that the potential prices formed in experiments 1 and 3 come from populations with the same mean at the 5% level of significance. We reject this nuD hypothesis in favor of the alternative (Hypothesis 6) that prices were higher in experiment 3. The mean potential price increased from 242.7 in experiment 1 to 277.19 in experiment 3. Hypothesis 6 results from a prediction of perfect-equilibrium behavior. Thus, once more we support perfect equilibrium as a predictor of behavior.
The Z-statistics in column 2 indicate that we must also reject the null hypothesis that the potential prices formed in experiments 1 and 2 come from populations with the same mean. Thus, Hypothesis 5 is rejected. As we indicated earlier in this section, however, this might be attributed to the fear of out-of-pocket losses or the possibility that the risk outweighed any potential benefit. a Result on second-st^e bids. Hypothesis 7 is a prediaion regarding the behavior of bidders in the second stage of the auction. It states that if bidder / is the bidder with the lower reservation price, then the unique optimal bid for bidder / is min {V'(2), I' -p), where p is the price paid for good 1. If first-price rules prevail, the unique optimal bid of bidder J ¥= i is .01 above this minimum. Table 4 below lists the percentage of bidders who used the optimal strategies discussed above in the tenth round of (the second-price rule) experiments 1,2,3, and 4. The evidence strongly supports the use of optimal bids on good 2 under second-price rules.
The evidence is also very strong that the bidders used their optimal strategies under first-price rules. Table 5 provides the details. All but one of the bidders who were allocated good 1 bid their remaining income on good 2. In five of the eight pairs, the bidders who were not allocated good 1 bid just above their opponents' remaining income.
Finally, Hypothesis 8 concerns the allocation of good 1. It states that the bidder whose critical value is higher will win the first good. We report the percentage of times that good 1 was allocated to the predicted winner in Table 6 .
We note that the allocation predicted in Hypothesis 8 requires coordination of bids. In our experiments opponents were randomly rotated so that it was difficult to leam about the population of 8 to 10 bidders one was facing in only ten rounds. Thus, perhaps owing to the coordination problem, this hypothesis is not strongly supported. 
Conclusion
• This article contributes to the experimental literature on game theory and auctions. The results strongly support the premise that budget constraints affect the behavior of bidders. Biddeni do attempt to exploit the constraints of others. The results also support the perfect eqiiilibrium sis an attractor for the bids whenever the perfect-eqviilibrium bids of each player are below their valuations. In all but the valuation experiment (in which the perfect-equilibrium bids might have resulted in out-of-pocket losses, and thus might be viewed as too "risky"), the evidence points to the perfect equilibrium as a good predictor of prices. Since the perfect-equilibrium outcome is unique, any of the current Nash refinements predict identiail results. Thus, the experimental results cannot be used to differentiate among them. Given the surprisingly strong performance of the perfect equilibrium (whenever the perfect-equilibrium bids were below the bidders' valuations), we must ask why it performed so well. As shown in Section 2, the perfect equilibrium in each experiment is a pair of bids that enjoy the following domination property. The perfect-equilibrium bids are not only undominated, but one of the bids in the pair also dominates all other conceivable eqiiilibrium strategies. We conjecture that it is this domination property that accounts for some of the attracting power of the perfect equilibrium. On the other hand, we must also ask why it was that the perfect equilibrium bids were not attracting when the perfect equilibrium required bidders to bid above their valuations. Bidders were not induced to bid above their valuations. Either the risk of out-of-pocket losses, or the fact that any potential benefits were outweighed by the risks, kept bids below their induced valuations. Clearly a different set of game theoretic experiments needs to be done to explore these and related questions. You are about to partake in a decisionmaking experiment. Two research institutes have contributed money to support this project, and if you make good decisions, you will earn a good payoff.
• Overview. This experiment involves the sale of two different goods that are sold, one at a time, in sequence. First, good a is sold and then, good |8. The subjects in the room have been divided into two types which we call buyers of type 1 and buyers of type 2. (Look at the upper left-hand comer of the instruction sheet to see which you are.) In each round of the experiment you will bid against one and only one bidder of the opposite type. Which one you actually bid against will be determined randomly, and we will not tell you the identity of the subject you bid against. During the experiment all prices are stated in terms of a fictitious currency called ftancs. These francs are converted into dollars at the end of the experiment in a manner to be described later.
D Rules of the sale.
The way the sale works is quite simple. At the beginning of each round, buyers of type 1 are given a budget of 400 francs while buyers of type 2 are given a budget of •^OO francs. Then all of the subjects in the room write a bid for good a on a piece of paper. Your bids can be any positive amount of francs written up to 2 decimal points (i.e., an acceptable bid would be something like 6.44 but not 6.447). The only other constraint on your bid is that it may not exceed your available budget. These pieces of paper are then collected separately in two boxes-one box for buyers of type 1 and one for buyers of type 2. The two boxes are then put in the front of the room and pairs of bids are drawn from them, one bid from each box until all pairs of bids are drawn. This drawing determines two things. First, it defines which exact buyer of the opposite type you bid against for good a and good /S in this round of the experiment. Next, it determines whether you are allocated good a and, if so, at what price. This is determined as follows: given your bid and the bid of your pair member, good a is allocated to the bidder whose bid is highest at the price of the lower bidder. If both bids are identical, the winner is chosen by a flip of a fair coin and the price equals his bid. For instance, say you bid 80 francs for good a and the bid of the other bidder is 40. Since your bid is the higher, you are allocated good a and have to pay a price of 40 francs for it. This number of francs is then subtracted from your budget, and you will proceed to bid with this reduced budget for good /3 against the same bidder. Note, however, that since your pair member did not buy good a, he violl have his full budget available to bid for good ;8. When the bidding for good a is over, if you were allocated good a, the experimental administrator will give you a piece of paper with the price you won the good at written on it. Note that if you do not receive such a piece of paper, it means that you did not receive good a. It also means that you know the price your pair member won at since it is equal to your bid. This infonnation will tell you how many francs he has left to bid against you for good |8 (i.e. his initial budget minus the price paid on good a).
Before you proceed to bid for good ft fill out part I of your worksheet pertaining to round 1 by entering your starting budget in column 1, your bid in column 2, a yes or no in column 3 (depending on whether you won good a or not), and the price you paid for the good in column 4, if you purchased the good. (If you did not purchase the good, leave this entry blank.) In column 5 place your payoff from good a (described below) and in column 6 place the amount of francs you have left to bid on good /3.
You bid for good |8 in almost the same way you bid for good a. One difference is that, on your bid slip, we ask you to put not only your bid, but also the amount of your budget remaining. This is either your original budget, if you did not buy good a or your original budget minus the price of good a, if you did buy good a. Note that your bid for good /8 cannot exceed your remaining budget. Any such bid will be rejected by the experimental administrator, and you will be asked to resubmit it. Another difference is that there is no random draw to determine the identity of your pair member-whoever was randomly drawn to be your pair member of good a remains your pair member for good |8 in round 1 of this experiment. After you submit your bids on good ft you are told whether you are allocated it and at what price. You then fill out part II of your worksheet in round 1 by entering your starting budget (same as in column 6 of part I) in column 1, your bid in column 2, a yes or no in column 3 (depending on whether you won good |8), and the price you paid in column 4. In column 5 place your payoff from good /8 (described below). Finally, in column 6 add up your payoffs on goods a and /S to detennine your total payoff in round 1. D Payoffs. As a bidder, you are able to resell any good that you buy during the experiment. In any round, type l's redemption or resale price of good a is 300 francs. If type 1 purchases good |8 during the experiment, his resale price is 200 francs. The resale price for a type 2 bidder is 300 francs, if type 2 purchases good a and 200 francs if type 2 purchases good ;8. Hence if you are a buyer of type 1 and you purchase good a during the experiment for a Table ( 
i).
Wiien round 1 is over, all unused francs are removed from your budget. Rounds 2-10 then proceed in exactly the same way as round 1. You begin each round with a budget equal to that with which you started in round 1. You bid for goods a and then /3 against a randomly chosen bidder of the opposite type. (Hence your pair member changes from round to round.) Your payoff for each round is determined as explained above. Any francs in your budget not used to pay for goods are removed from you at the end of each round. Your final dollar payoff is determined as follows. Your franc payoff is the sum of your franc payofi^ from each of the ten rounds of the experiment. To determine the dollar value of this amount of fi:ancs, divide the sum by 700. In other words, you are paid $1 for every 100 francs earned or 1 cent a franc. In addition, at the beginning of the experiment we credit your dollar account with $3.00. This payment is to compensate you for actually coming to the experiment and to cover any losses you incur during any round of the experiment. Finally, the bidder of each type whose franc payoff is the highest of his type is also paid a bonus of $2.00. Note that you compete only with bidders of your own type for this bonus and not with bidden of the opposite type against whom you bid in each round. Thus, if you esim 500 francs and this is the highest franc payoff of bidders of your type, then your money payoff is $3.00 + (500 ^ 100) + $2.00 = 5i0.00.
Example. Consider the following market:
Resale Value for Good a Subject 1 10 Subject 2 6
Resale Value for Good & 4 9
Bud{ 10 10
Here subject 1 has a redemption value for good a of 10 francs and a redemption value for good |3 of 4 francs, while subject 2 has a redemption value for good a of 6 francs and a redemption value for good ;3 of 9 francs. Both subjects have a budget of 10 francs. Scenario 1. Assume that good a is brought up for sale first and then good |8. Say subject 2 bids 7.5 on good a and subject 1 bids 9. Since subject 1 's bid is greater than subject 2's, subject 1 wins the first good at a price of 7.5 francs. When good /S is brought up for sale, subject l's remaining budget is (10 -7.5) = 2.5, while subject 2's budget is his original 10. If subject 2 bids 7 on good /J and subject 1 bids 2.5, subject 2 wins ;8 at the price 2.5.
Hence, since in this first scenario subject 1 won good a at a price of 7.5 francs and subject 2 won good ;3 at a price of 2.5 francs, subject l's franc payoff in this round is 10 -7.5 = 2.5 francs, while subject 2's payoff is 9 -2.5 == 6.5 francs.
Scenario 2. In this scenario again, first good a is brought up for sale and then good p. Now, however, assume that subject 1 bids 7 instead of 9 on good a, while subject 2 maintains his bid on good a at 7.5. Then subject 2 wins good a at a price of 7. When good P is brought up for sale, subject 2 wins good a at a price of 7. When good ;8 is brought Ep for sale, subject 1 has 10 francs with which to bid, while subject 2 has 3. Now, if subject 1 bids 4 francs for good /} and subject 2 bids 3 francs, subject 1 wins good |3 for a price of 3 francs. In this scenario subject 2 is allocated good a at a price of 7 francs, while subject 1 is allocated good /3 at a price of 3 francs. The payoff for subject 2 will then be 6 -7 = -1, while the payoff for subject 1 is 4 -3 = -M.
Appendix B
• Tables A1-A5 present the tenth-round bids and potential prices for good 1 and their means and variances for the baseline experiment, the value experiment, the income experiment, the sequence experiment, and the firstprice experiment, respectively. 
